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Mark 4: 26-29 
 
 And so we’re back: back to a second parable in which the central concern 
is someone hard at work sowing seeds.  So similar is the initial situation depicted 
by these two parables that some of you—at the outset—might have thought that 
you were listening to the same parable being told a second time.  However!  
While there is a surface similarity between the two—the parable of the sower and 
the seed from three weeks ago, and the parable of the seed growing secretly 
which we heard just now—in actual fact this morning’s parable is very different: a 
parable which, despite its four verse brevity, is elusive, complex and rewarding.   

 
 First off: let’s note that this parable is the first we have so far examined to 
name explicitly the fact that it points us to the Kingdom of God.  To be fair, it is 
possible to interpret almost all of the parables Jesus told in relation to the 
Kingdom; here the connection is explicit.  “The Kingdom of God is as if…” That’s 
the key phrase: the key phrase with which Jesus introduces this and others of his 
parables.  And given the centrality of the Kingdom to the ministry of Jesus as 
Mark understands that ministry, it’s impossible not to sit up and take notice when 
a parable begins “The Kingdom of God is as if…” Make no mistake about it: this 
parable is an important one.  Brief though it may be, we’re being invited to listen 
closely.  That much should be clear at the outset. 

 
 Let’s also…let’s also give due weight to the fact—a fact I alluded to 
earlier—let’s make due note of the fact that we are once again presented here 
with a parable that uses agriculture as a back-drop for understanding the work of 
God…work specifically related to the fact that God is seeking to grow 
something…seeking to grow a Kingdom.  And the point that needs to be 
emphasized is not so much that Jesus was drawing upon the agricultural 
background of his hearers in order to speak a language they would be able to 
comprehend.  That’s true enough.  To my way of thinking, however, what is 
especially noteworthy is the way in which Jesus draws an agricultural connection, 
to highlight the fact that agricultural life involves gradual growth.  A key word here 
is gradual.  Another key word here is growth.  Whatever else the coming of the 
Kingdom of God is like…it appears to be unlike a magician with a magic wand 
making a rabbit pop out of a hat.  The Kingdom…if we are to take this parable 
with any measure of seriousness, involves a process…involves a gradual 
unfolding…involves steady but ultimately triumphant growth.  That too is 
something we dare not overlook.  But there’s more…and from where I 
stand…this is the thing with which I really want us to wrestle this morning, 
namely: namely the fact that this parable—for all that it shares with the parable of 
the sower—really and truly is a different parable.  A difference…  



  …a difference which, to my way of thinking, becomes especially 
clear when we ask a pretty basic question: who is the person scattering seeds in 
this morning’s parable?  Is this the same person we met in the parable of the 
sower and the seed?  Or are we dealing here with a different character?  Unlike 
the parable of the sower and the seed, Jesus never actually refers to this person 
as a sower.  Whereas the first of these parables begins:  “A sower went out to 
sow…” this morning’s parable begins with a slightly less dignified description of 
the protagonist:  “The Kingdom of God is as if someone would scatter seed on 
the ground…”  At the risk of making too much out of small differences…this 
person isn’t called a sower…and doesn’t really sow, simply “scatters”.  Is this the 
same person?  Is this the same character?  Or are we into a very different 
setting…and a very different central figure, leading us to ponder a very different 
sort of parable? 

*     *     *     *     * 
 Well…keep in mind…keep in mind what I said a number of weeks ago, 
concerning the parables of Jesus.  I described them as compact poetry: and like 
any good poem, they can sustain a wide variety of interpretations.  I have no 
doubt but that there are perfectly good interpretations of this parable in which the 
seed-scatterer we meet here, is none other than the seed-sower we met in the 
parable of the sower and the seed.  But, for my money, this parable paints a very 
different world and raises a very different set of questions.  And so while I cannot 
help but regard the sower of that first parable as a stand-in for God…at the very 
least as a stand-in for the Lord Jesus… 
  …the one who alone has the capacity to sow seeds that produce a 
yield of 30, 60 and 100 fold whenever those seeds meet with good soil… 
   …the scatterer we encounter this morning appears to be of 
much humbler stock, not even capable of knowing how it is that the earth 
manages to produce its bounty.  There is nothing at all divine about this 
chap…just a hard working farmer…scattering seed…and then waiting for the 
harvest.  Listen again. 

 
 “The Kingdom of God is as if someone would scatter seed on the ground, 
and would sleep and rise night and day, and the seed would sprout and grow, he 
does not know how.  The earth produces of itself, first the stalk, then the head, 
then the full grain in the head.  But when the grain is ripe, at once he goes in with 
his sickle, because the harvest has come.” 

 
 What jumps out at me here…what strikes me anytime I ponder this 
parable…is the connection between the things the farmer can control…and the 
things over which he has no control.  And so, at the beginning of the parable, 
we’re told that the farmer scatters the seed….and then, at the end, told that the 
farmer—as soon as the grain is ripe—has the responsibility of going in with sickle 
in hand because the harvest has come.  Scattering at the beginning…harvesting 
at the end.  But in the middle!  In the middle: …he would sleep and rise night and 
day, and the seed would sprout and grow, he does not know how.  In the 



middle…he does pretty much nothing beyond marvel at the mystery through 
which the earth produces its bounty. 

 
 And here, of course, before I find myself besieged at the door by those of 
you with an agricultural background—or even a gardening background—here I 
need to make the point that I am not so foolish as to imagine that modern 
farmers, and modern gardeners, don’t have plenty to do between the time they 
plant the seed, and the time they reap the harvest.  I know that only too well. And 
surely, even in Jesus’ day, that was the case.  And yet! 

 
 The fact remains that there are things over which even the best of farmers 
has very little control, things over which anyone who tends the soil has little 
control.  You can do all the right things at the start to prepare soil and seed.  You 
can do all the right things in the end, being ready with sickle in hand to collect the 
harvest when it is timely to do so.  And yes, in between there is much that can be 
done.  And yet, nothing alters the fact that in between so much can go wrong.  
Over some of those things we human beings still have very little sway.  
Sometimes…sometimes in life…we can only wait…and watch…and ponder the 
mystery through which life produces its harvest: a mystery not unlike…not unlike 
the mystery through which God brings forth the Kingdom. 

 
*     *     *     *     * 

 
 I found myself…this past week…found myself returning over and over 
again to the famous “serenity” prayer: the one that has become a signature of the 
12-step spirituality programme.  Generally attributed to the great American 
theologian, Reinhold Niebuhr, its classic form runs something like this: 

 
O God, give us the serenity to accept what cannot be changed, 

The courage to change what can be changed, 
And the wisdom to know the one from the other. 

 
 While it is always and inevitably a mistake to try to boil a parable down to 
a single sentiment…while it is always and inevitably a mistake to treat a parable 
as if it encompasses, in narrative form, some readily digested bit of wisdom…the 
fact remains that this parable…as I understand it…poses precisely the challenge 
posed by the serenity prayer.  Listen again. 

 
 “The Kingdom of God is as if someone would scatter seed on the ground, 
and would sleep and rise night and day, and the seed would sprout and grow, he 
does not know how.  The earth produces of itself, first the stalk, then the head, 
then the full grain in the head.  But when the grain is ripe, at once he goes in with 
his sickle, because the harvest has come.” 

 
 And notice how this farmer—this farmer hard at work not with trivia but 
with the work of the Kingdom—notice how this farmer has no choice but to 



alternate between seasons of active participation in the life of the soil…and 
seasons of waiting and watching, pondering and praying.  Both have their 
purpose.  Both have their place.  And both have a deep dignity attached to them.  
And surely…surely to God…there is a message here for activists and 
contemplatives alike. 

 
 As an activist church…all too often we United Church/mainline Protestant 
folk, overlook the fact that there are times when all of our activity cannot possibly 
accomplish a thing, other than, perhaps, to make us feel good about ourselves.  
And yet our more contemplative sisters and brothers need to be alert to those 
times when God calls us to action: calls us to scatter…to harvest…and 
always…always… 

 
  …always in and out of season…calls us to a life of discernment.  
Calls us to a life of wisdom!  Consider! 

 
 Consider that the really crucial part of the serenity prayer, and the 
damnably difficult part of faithful living is found in its final line.  It’s not that it is an 
easy matter to have “the serenity to accept what cannot be changed.”  It’s not 
that it is an easy matter to find “the courage to change what can be changed.”  
But, from my perspective, the really hard part is cultivating “the wisdom to know 
the one from the other.”  When I look back on my own life with even a small 
measure of honesty, I have no choice but to acknowledge times when I simply 
forced an issue that would have been better left alone, at least for the time 
being…as well as times when I failed to see the signs of a ripe harvest, waiting to 
be reaped and stored and shared, meaning that I failed to act when action was 
called for.  Sometimes I’ve been busily doing…when I needed to wait.  
Sometimes I’ve been passive…when I needed to act.  Always a challenge!  
Always the challenge of learning to read the signs of the time!  Learning to read 
the signs of God’s movement…the mystery of God’s presence in one’s own daily 
living!  Serenity…patience…wisdom…discernment: all an intimate part of the 
growing life, the unfolding life, of the Kingdom of God. 

 
*     *     *     *     * 

 A final thought. Whatever else…whatever else we may ultimately decide 
about this parable…this parable of seed growing secretly in the womb of the 
earth…whatever else it depicts…surely it depicts a way of thinking about the 
Kingdom of God in which there is a wonderful connection…a wonderful 
interchange…a wonderfully symbiosis…between God’s work…and our work.  
God gives us work to do; but in the growth of God’s Kingdom our work amounts 
to nothing without God’s participation.  And yet God appears uninterested in 
bringing the Kingdom about without our participation.  It’s a wonderful and life-
giving paradox.  Without God…we cannot.  Without us…God will not. 

 
 May it be so!  In Jesus’ name!  Amen!! 


